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IKFOR!iIATION SYSTEMS AS STRATEGIC TOOLS 
Strategic information systems are systems that serve the information n a 3  4 
upper management. They can be computer based or manual. and fqrmal 
informal. It is generally accepted that executive management performs rum. 
lions different from those of middle or lower levels of management, for era,,,. 
ple. in crafting long-range strategies and in providing corporate-wide i d e r .  
ship, in making decisions and in resolving problems. and in x n i n g  as ;h, 
primary communications link with the external environment. The information 
needs of executive management are different from those of other manage-! 
levels. Consequentlj, strategic information systems (SISs) have characteristia 
different from those of management control or operational-level systems. fbac 
differences are evident in the data used by the system and in the functiom 
performed. 
SISs tend to use data on activities external to the firm. The data is highly 
aggregated with a currenl or future time frame. Other information systemsgcn- 
erally use data about internal activities that is detailed and that pertains to put  
events. SlSs are flexible systems that are designed to change easily. They often 
contain models that can be manipulated interactively by an analyst, and they 
provide analytic procedures that can be called upon as needed until the analyst 
and the client are satisfitd with the result. Other information systems tend to 
be more rigid in their operation, with predetermined procedures and outputs. 
These systems are concerned primarily with the transformation of data from 
one form to another in ways that have already been decided upon by the sys- 
tem designer. Finally, SISs differ from other systems in their scale. SlSs often 
operate on relatively small data bases, and they have one or, at most, a few 
users. In contrast, the firm's operational systems are often massive, witb 
extremely large files (e.g.. 5 million policy holders) and thousands of users. 
While there has been some reference to decision-making systems in Ih: 
literature, most strategic information systems provide assistance in some as 8" of the decision process rather than actually recommending or making a 6- 
sion. Most systems are limited to delivering information on a wide range d 
subjects necessary for planning. to assisting in the exploration and evaluation 
of alternatjve wursts of action, and to provide structure for the planning pro- 
cess. T h s  situation is due largely to a lack of knowledge about what executim 
actually d o  and how they do it. In all Likelihood, because of the ever-changing 
nature of top management work and its fragmentation, verbal nature, and 
political essence, most of these activities are probably not amcnablc to bta\y 
wmputer support. I 
Information systems and computer or' communications technology 
contribute to strategic activities in four ways. First. I h l s  technology has the 
potential of rcfuu"ng the planning process by the use of improved data sources 
and analytic methods in forecasting and evaluation. Second, a firm-s internal 
information systems are the source of targets used to measure current O F a -  
tional performance. Knowledge about current performance is needed to 
Iish a b a x  from which strategic moves can be made. The ability to implement a 
new strategic information system successfullg rests on an objective assessment 
of the strengths and weaknesses of the firm's data prwcssing capabilities. 
- 
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mird. infonnation systems may be used to reduce the cost of current products 
or to improve the delivery of services, thereb obtaining a competitive advan- 
lagc. Finally, information system technology may present opportunities'for 
opening new. markets through the development of novel products or services. 
The importance of SlSs to a firm largely depends on the nature of the 
firm's business and on its industr) structure and its six. Firms engagad in 
dynamic industries with high rates of technological change frequently need 
nore infonnation about their environment than firms in more stagnant indus- 
tries. Dynamic industries are characterized by emerging scientific knowledge, 
markets, and a variety of customer needs that make the dominant 
competitive issue the ability to innovate.' Information about these factors con- 
tributes to innovation by expanding the number of options considered by deci- 
sion makers and by improving decision quality. In a similar way, companies 
that must respond to the moves made by a price or product leader need infor- 
mation about what that leader is d0ir.g. as well as general #.x>nomic forecasts, 
in order to dc\ix a counter+strateg!. 
In more static indusuies, witb mature technology, stable markets. and sta- 
ble coinpetitive dynamics, knowledge about the environment is less important. 
A competitor's moves can be more easily anticipated; thus, factors influencing 
the timing of major moves are more likely to be internal to the firm rather than 
external. However, even firms in static industries must be aware of general eco- 
nomic conditions in order to adjust plant capacity and prduction schedules to 
demand and to technological change that might lead to competitive or market 
unstabili ty. 
Large organizations need strategic information systems more than small 
ones because heir planning process involvcs gathering data from a wide variety 
of extemal'md internal sources and communicating this information to a rela- 
tively large number of players. Strategic information systems provide one strat- 
egy for accomp_lishing this coordination. 
It should not be presumed that the use of some form of computer or com- 
munication technology in some strategic activity will, in and of itself, ensure an 
improvement in that activity. As with all organizational change, the use of tech- 
nology must be well-concdved and properly implemented and managed. 
Under these conditions, technology has the potential that is discussed in this 
chapter. 
DATA FOR STRATWIC PUNNING . 
The quality of strategic decision making is often determined by the data upon 
whch these analyses are based. Tbere are two broad categories of data used in - 
strategic information systems: internal data about one's own firm and prod- 
ucts; and cxtemal data describing the industry, wmpetitors, and the general 
eanornj. 
' For t more detailed Lrussiw of environmental w,&nry ser P.R. lrrvrrncr and J.W. 
L~rsch, Organuor~on ond Environment (Homewood. I!!.: %chard D. In=. Inc., 1W9) 
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Internal Data 
One important source of data is the cornpan!'~ own operational infomtion 
systems. (See Figure 21-1 on pages 21-6 and 21-7.) n e s e  include: ( I )  produc. 
tion, consisting of scheduling. work in process, job costing. and labor disbbu. 
tion; (2) logistics, involving inventor)' control and forecasting. purchasing 
receiving, and distribution; (3) sales and order filling; (4) general accounting 
including accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash receipts. check writing 
and reconciliation, and invoicing; (5) payroll; and (6) personnel. These system\ 
provide inputs to management control systems consisting of: ( I )  budgeting. ( 2 )  
general ledger, (3) fixed assets and depreciation, (4) financial statements, ( 5 )  
project control, (6) sales analysis, and (7) profit analysis. 
Gaps in these systems may resuft in a lack of information about the cur. 
rent status of a particular activity. This, in turn, may cause a decision to be 
made to adopt a particular strategy based on a presumption that later prove 
incorrect. If this presumption is central to the selection of the strategy. it ma) 
result in an incorrect xlecrion, with unfortunate consequences. Furthermore, 
the significance of much internal information for strategic purposes may not be 
apparent without additional data from sources external to the firm. 
External Data 
Because of the broad nature of questions that are considered at executive levels 
of an organization and the long time horizons involv&, most data pertains to 
factors external to the organization, such as data on sales of competitors* prod- 
ucts, product demand, the costs and availability of raw materials, and tbe econ- 
omy. Historical and forecast data is n d e d  as well as cursent data. The pur- 
pox of analqzing this data is to reqnize  strategic opportunities that may exist 
in a market, as well as to detect threats to the firm's established lines of busi- 
ness. Market data of this type is often wllected and distributed b) private fm 
(for a fa), by an industry association, or, sometimes, by the government (e.g., 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics). It is not unusual for a fm to c o ~ s s i o n  a 
market research study involving surveys of respondents or laboratory experi- 
ments to determine demand for or acceptance of a product. Ibe fm' tha l  
provide this data and reIated services are called data bank publishets. 
Chorrrcteristics of External Date While executives ate familiar with buy- 
ing data in printed form (e.g., consolidated airline schedules and catalogues). a 
whole newp industry has emerged to serve the data needs of business and gov- 
ernment. The products provided by this industry are varied; they involve the 
following factors: 
PI&I content: Products can k as smaU rs a single piax d &&'such u the 
credit rating for m individual, or as large as tbe mmplete profiubibty analysis 
of a new product. - 
Producr fmr :  Products may be printed, such rn r directory or guide. ot the 
may bt provided on demand at a computer twm.inal at the customer's site, &g 
r public or private network. 
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e Standardi:ation: Products can k standard in sense tbat the p r o g r d n g  
required to search the data bank has alreadj been accomplished, or. they can be 
customized, requiring a new program to be writken or a new analysis pcrfonned. 
printed directories are attractive when (1) the data do not change frequently, 
( 2 )  access to the data is needed at only a few locations. and (3) on]) a feu data 
elements nbed be considered. Computer terminal access is called for ( I )  when 
the data is volatile and a computer is used to update the data bank frequently 
(dis~ribution is required only when a data element is used). (2) when the data is 
needed at many locations, since it can be distributed over a computer network, 
md (3) when there is a great deal of data. 
Categories of External Data There are several hundred organizations- 
private companies, government agencies, or not-for-prof; t groups-that func. 
tion as data bank publishers, providing data, analyses, or related services. The 
marker is divided into the following broad categ~ries :~  
Business and Finance 
a. Econometric statistics and modeling 
b. Stock, bond, and w d t y  prices 
c. Corporate statistics and news 
Marketing 
a. Consumer crcdit 
b. Business credit 
c. Marketing and demographic statistics 
-Surveys 
-Fortcasts 
Bibliographic 
a. General news abstracts 
b. Scientific and technical abstracts 
Business and finance subject areas involve the planning tools for economic 
analysis and strategic planning, security and commodity price and volume 
data, and general corporate news for buy/sell decisions and for portfolio evalu- 
ation. Marketing areas consist of individual and business credit ratings. cus- 
tomer location, and estimated demand for different types of products. Surveys 
provide inforrna tion on current patterns and forecasts that indicate future 
trends. Bibliographic uses include abstracted articles from newspapers and 
magazines; summaries of technical writings; statutes, decisions. administrative 
rulings. trademarks, and patents; and filing and cataloging of library material. 
2 For more detailed description sa Darrow and BcWove. 7 b c  Growth d Dam Burk Shu- 
ing." Hnrvord Bur~ness Rlvirn (F3ov . -h .  1978). 
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FIG. 21-1 T)n Information S p t m  structure of a Typkal Manut.cbtrlng C o r n m y  
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External Data Production. Data bank products are divided roughly into 
the following phases of production: 
Col/ection: the gathming of raw data from records of public -tau- 
banks, utilities, industry associations, government agencies. newspapers, m ~ ,  . 
tines, technical journals, reports, md the judicial system; 
Orgonirorron data bank creation and development of thc computer softwut 
needed lo access  be data and to manipula~e it; 
D~ssernrmtron. distribution of the data bank and associated andytic progrurr, 
lo customers; and 
Laison: professional belp to clients in using data banks and associated &. 
mation tools. 
Collection involves capturing the raw data from sources and translating it to 
printed. microfilm. or machine-readable form. An example of machine-reada. . 
ble uned~ted raw data is the Federal Reserve Board's monetary statistics, which 
arc provided on magnetic tape. Organization consists of d i n g  the data, verifj. 
ing its correctness. correcting errors, revising the data when changes are made, 
aggregating the data into meaningful categories, abstracting, indexing, and 
cross-indexing. For example, Abstracted Business Information is a weekly 
mailing of abstracts on 100 specialized topics. Some publishers also provide 
exception reporting, for example, informing a client when the credit rating of r 
particular company changes. 
Computer networks permit on-iine access to data banks, such as the New 
York Times Information Bank or the National Library of Medicine MED- 
LINE system of media  literature abstracts. Customers use searching. anal*- 
cal. and editing software to obtain the desired information. Knowledge of he  
contents and structure of the data bank as well as the specifics of the software 
arc usually required, or charges become prohibitive. The distinction between 
urvim at the organization lwel and at the dissemination level is that at- tbe 
organization level, the customer deals through a central senice group, while a1 
the dissemination level, the tools are available directly to the customer through 
a distribution network. 
Liaison services provide expens to perform special studies, usually involv- 
ing small amounts of data from many sources. 
Data bank publishers may provide services in one or all phases of produc- 
tion, but they usually limit tbeir activities to one or a few data categories. 
Cost of External Data Services. Various financial arrangements can be 
made to obtain access to the .information contained in a data bank. Thex 
include: ( I )  outright purchase, (2) rental, (3) subscription, (4) one4me usage 
fee, (5) wst on a per-datum basis, and (6) surcharges on a time-sharing bill. The 
cboice of method depends on (1) the amount of data needed, and (2) the fre- 
3 Machine-rudable form is datr on A medium &at u n  k dincrty m d  by a oomputa 
pcriphnd device, e.g . magnetic tape thal can k rtad by a tape dnw. m d  encoded m the propcr 
format so that i t  un be interpreted by r computer program. 
. 
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qucncy with which the rquest will be made. Purchase and rental arc suggested 
when the amount of data is large and the usage frequency is high: one-time and 
per-datum charges are good approaches when small amounts of data are 
needed infrequently, or when a company is engaged in an initial exploration. 
Rough estimates of what a customer might expact to pay for typical prod- 
ucts are: 
Single datum or small &of related data: fO.Ol4.50; 
Report requiring no new computer programming: SS.00-250; 
Report requiring mw computer programming: S100-2.W ~ n d  up; and 
Complete data bank with one y u r ' s  updates: SHK)-10,000. 
The "make or buy*' decision applies to using data bank services. A firm 
has a choice between gathering the data itself and constructing its own data 
bank or purchasing the data from a publisher. Creating a data bank is sug- 
gested when (I) the data is proprietary and valuable; (2) the organization 
expects to mahe such extensive use of the data bank that Ihe cost of using an 
outside publisher would be prohibitive; (3) the internal staff has the necessary 
expertise to organize the data bank and develop the computer software; (4) the 
data base is small enough to be tractable; and (5) the contents of tbe data base 
may be marketable to others. Buying is recommended when (1) the data bank is 
available from a publisher; (2) the data bank will be large m d  the data wiL) be 
difficult to collect; (3) the data requires frequent expen updating; (4) the data 
is n d e d  only on a periodic basis; and (5) there is no undue risk in relying on 
outside KMW. 
I n t d  Organizntion. A firm just starting out purchasing services from a 
data bank should designate a person, or a unit,'to have primary responsibil~ty 
for liaison with publishers. 7'his is a specialty area that requires knowledge of 
the data and analytic procedures that are available and their costs, capabilities, 
md limitations. Pubhshers have no incentive (except their honesty) to point out 
deficiencies in their data or analytic procedures. Over time, a group within the 
firm should learn about the various publishers in sufficient detail to advise 
other members of the fm. 
Initially, data bank usage should be cantrolled centrally. The major prob- 
I 
lem to be faced is coordination of products among potential users and encour- . 
aging them rather than restricting or controlling usage. Frequently, internal 
users do not know bow much information is available; a centralized service 
unit can help disseminate information about the data bank market. If neces- - 
rary. transfer charges can be used to nllocare the sexvices of this unit and the 
data bank charges to those other units using its senices. 
The central unit should keep track of publishers from w h i h  the fm is 
currently buying senices, since there frequently are discounts for multiple use 
by a firm. It is also desirable periodic@ly to inventory the strategic information 
Center for Digital Economy Research 
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needs of the key units within the company. This pennits identifying potcnm 
data bank suppliers before their senices are natded internally. 
As the u x  of data bank products growls, consideration sbould be gjw 
decentralizing control to dsvis~ons, or other subunits, in order not to cow- 
usage. 
QuaJi~ of Data. The contribution of strategic infomaGon systems to m. 
porate planning depends greatly on the quality of data used as input to analyw 
and model building: Data should be timely, accurate, and complete. The 
torical nature of certain analyses and the long time horizon of strattgic plrp 
ning require that data be gathered on an ongoing basis. 
Because of the likelihood of obtaining data bank products from more thp 
one supplier, ir is important to consider the relation of the products to a 
other. Particularly difficult is the different time periods covered by spacifi 
products. especially fiscal years and Lags of certain statistics. Tbere is rko r 
need to ensure compatibility in terms of format and meaning. 
internal Information Sources. Because of the cost savings associated witb 
operational-level systems as a result of improved efficiency, most information 
system investments bave been at the operational level. As a result, m ~ a r  
machine-readable information available in a fm pertains to operational-lml 
activities. In contrast, at the corporate Ievcl. the a d  is to consolidate infoma- 
tion reported by various pans of tbe organization into a consistent picture d 
the firm. This consistency is not achieved without considerable effort. 
Several factors can assist in this consolidation: 
Corporate-wide data defmitions ensure that r term bas tbe Isme 
chroughout the company. For instance, ugoods in inventory" may mua thr 
goods arc in tbe warehouse in one division, while in another division it m y  
mean that goods have finisbed fmd inspection, but bave yet to be shipped to tk 
warehouse. If 8 corporate analyst is vying to detenaine tbe value of goods r d -  
rblc to be sold, it is important for "pods in invcnlorq." to have tbe same wrp- 
ing in each division. 
A corporate chart of aocounts sbould be established that is IoUowed by erch 
drvlsion and h a t  has m w g b  subcoda to permit tglitturg transactions -4 
program. Units tend to expend by program, while tbe copratte kvcl is inla- 
at4 in reporting by catego7 'he internal accounting systems sbwld wpport 
mapping between thex different vicws. 
Standard reporling categories permit aggregating of data reported by di'viti-. 
Both reporting cafegoria lrod time periods should be cwsmon for dl units. 
Absence of a major internal system can m a r e  data gaps that. in turn, mY 
reduce the completeness of analysis. The degree of compatibility among a 
firm's internal systems, in terms of data meanings and timing. becomes a major 
issue in developing and operating a strategic information system. In g e ~ ~ ~ d ,  
the less compatibility among a firm's internal systems, the more difficult it will 
be to develop its strategic information system. 
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SYSTEMS FOR ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF 
sTR4TEGIC INFORMATION 
strategic information systems are composed of two parts. One provides access 
to a data bax  containing needed data. both internal and external. The other 
part of the system provides the capability to perform analyses and build mod- 
els. Categories of analyses include: 
Vuiance analysis, to detect and explain deviation from a standard; 
Trend analysis, to track changes over time in sales, markets, and material prim: 
Composition analysis. to detect changes in composition of costs, compeution. 
and markets; 
Competitor analysis, to discover and track behavior of competitors: and 
Correlation analysis, to dlscover meaningful relations betwan sales. costs. 
advertising, profits, and other imponaat factors. 
Building models requires the ability to perform computations and to dis- 
. play data in a variety of ways. It is generally agrad that model building fre- 
quently revtals insights about the dynamics of business function that are 
almost impossible to obtain in any other manner. As David C. Hickson, a vice 
president of Bankers Trust, observed: 
"Our model building was a most muling task. Star &ells of insight burst uound 
us and we have been busy doing lhings as a result of what we sew m u l e d .  I wish 
to emphasizt that tbest insights ume out of tbc buildmg of models rather than the 
operation of tbcm."' 
?bus, it can be said that strategic information systems contribute to the 
planDing process both by making available a great deal of aecessar). informa- 
tion and through insights gained in building and running models. 
While many analytic techniques are used in strategic planning. there me 
two approaches that represent the kinds of computer support available today. 
In both cases, the essential element is the ability to answer "what if' questions 
in order to-understand the implications of different courses of action. The first. 
spreadsheet analysis, provides the analyst with facilities for creating a spread- 
sheet in which a line on the sheet can be related to another line by means of a 
simple formula. Thus, one can wfite: "PROFIT = GROSS SALES - COST 
OF GOODS SOLD". New columns can be created by changing the value of a 
variable. for example, inmasing gross sales by 10 percent, and the changes will 
k reflected in tbe other entries in tbe spreadsbeet. 
The stcond approach makes use of a more extensive system to build finan- 
cial models of a company. In this system, features are available for data entry 
and editing, data retrieval, and various analytic procedures. The system is more 
difircult to learn and use than the previous system, but it is more powerful. 
Dmiel C. Hiduon. "A Banker's Appnci.tim ot S y r m  Considerations." A n n d  Muti* 
American SoFietj of Engineering Education. UCLA (June 1968,. 
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Spreadsheet Analysis 
A spreadsheet program permits the screen to be viewed as a window on & 
spreadshe; consisting of mlurnns and rows. By defming the rela- 
among various rows and columns as algebraic expressions, entries are e u  
in the spreadsheet. 
As an example, a spreadsheet could be built with the first d u m n  (A) 
containing period names: first quarter, second quarter, and so on. Tbe 
, column (B) might contain actual sales data, while the third calurnn (C) rmgh, 
have actual data on returns of goods. 'Then, the fourth column (D) owld be 
defined as returns as a percentage of salts by entering the expression CI I  
B1*100 while the cursor is positionad at Wumn D, Row I .  This e n p r e m  
means that the entry at Column D, Row I is the result of dividing the cobten@ 
of Column C (sales). Row I. by the contents of Column B (returns), Row 1, 
mult~plying by 100 to obtain the percent figure. 
The program provides a simple language for dehning the relationshrp 
- 
unong various rows and columns in a table. When a number is changed. dl of 
the related information on the spreadsbeel is automatically recalculated. Tbw 
it is posslble to set  easily the effects of various changes and to answer "what if" 
questions. 
Financial Modeling 
General-purpose modeling programs consist of a modeling language that pa- 
mits (1) identifying the elements of the mode1 by name, (2) describing compuu- * 
tions in a simple algebraic forrnat, (3) describing portions of the model as tys- 
terns of simullaneous equations, (4) calling of external functions, .ad (5) 
interactive debugging. These systems amain routines for many commonly 
used functions, including (1) depreciation, (2) rate of return, (3) loan paprent ' 
- 
md amortization, (4) compounding ( 5 )  investment yield. (6) percentage drsui- 
bution, (7) regression analysis and fortcasting, and (8) sum, average, maximum, 
and minimum. 
FJexibility in tbe selection m d  formatting of output documents is pro- 
vided by repon writing and graphic features. Customized report features 
include (1) ordering of information in reports independent of the ordew 
within the model, (2) formatting of text within repom, (3) interchange of 
and columns, and (4) full editing, including variable cotumn widths, pracisioa 
brackets, prefixes, suffixes, m d  zero suppression. Graphic display featurn 
include (1) line or bar graphs, (2) standard or user-defmcd plotting s p b b  
(plotting of any item against time or against other items), (3) automatic *& 
(4) controllable plot site, and ( 5 )  interchange of axes. 
To aid in data management, these pr0grams often have the follouing lea- 
tures: ( I )  data input, with error checking and prompting, (2) inquiries, to Per- 
mit the examination of values without processing reports, $3) lem- 
changes, and (4) consolidation of multiple sets of data. 
Interactive analysis features dew the analyst to test assumptions md 
tvaluatt alternatives. Tbey include: 
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6 Sensitivity mnlysis, to how Ibc effects of incremnttd or perocnuge dunge to 
my model elements; 
"What if' analysis, to rbow am computed d u e s  as r result of different wzs of 
rssumptions; 
lmpaa mdysis, r W e d  listing of rlf model elcrnents ihrt  will, if changed, have 
m impact on m y  elcmcnt selected for study; m d  
Target value mdysis, whicb computes Lbe vdues needed for m y  sped& input 
items to rachieve a tuget wr]uc for 8 model dcwnt.  
Risk analysis may also be perfomad by specifying the ranges of possible 
alues, that is, the probability distributions for key variables. The system tben 
=ndomJy sclccts values for thex variables and executes the model logic, to 
provide a wmposite profile of wmputd results. To analyze time series data, 
these systems often provide (1) regression, (2) exponential smoothing. and (3) 
moving average computations. An example of a financial modeling system is 
EMPIRE,' which is available for many types of wmputer systems. 
lnfegmted Planning Systems 
Integrated planning systems have hen described at kngtb in planning litera- 
ture.' Forecasting data obtained from data bank publishers uc contained in a 
data base system running on the company's main computers. A set of .nstpc 
tools, including mathematical programming routines and econometric and risk 
analysis models, ate used iteratively, over a wrporatc network, by members of 
the planning staff to evaluate tbe implications d following alternate courses of 
action over a multiyear p l h g  horizon. 
In large corporations, wme mecbanizatim of tbe planning and control 
function is neccrsary just to process the large quantity of data. The design of 
effective plans over multiyear horizons implies the ability to maintain historic 
plans as well as historic nalitics. Key to the notion of integrated planning sys- 
tems are standardized reporting formats that specify tbe content and form of 
infomation flowing from lower to higher kvels in a company. Each higher 
lrvel consolidates and evaluates tbe performance and plans of lower-level units. 
Flsns are rrvisbd in kght of conflicts and interdependencies in strategies pro- 
posed by the units as well as rapid changes in the environment. Tbe implied 
model is that of a fedback control system witb an overall response time mea- 
sured in years. 
Tbe requirements for integrated planniog systems arc: 
A flow of inlomation to aeate surtqgia; 
Analytic LOOIS fa evaluating alternate sultegia; 
W P l R E  is a 6 n m d  mdklinp package dcvelopbd by ADR Iac, Riaastos NJ. 
6 FW a morr canp~tu: dacriptioa, wr ~lmi)ton BDCI ~ o f a ,  -A ~ a n p u t e r - M  
b m m g  System," Monrrgrmmr &imm (On. IW4). 
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The process is one of translating strategies to plans. plans to projecu, 
projects to actual performance. Then, the process is reappraised and r q r u u  
The key to this effort is the ability to view the corporation as a whole, mu. 
Ier how diversified the individual components (it is this that differentiav~ m, 
porate-level planning from toplevel divisional or business planning). 
implies being able to consolidate infonnation from the components to &&. 
mine corporate profitability both at the present and at forecasted future paab 
in time. Then, alternate strategies are generated and evaluated in the context d 
top management's goals, which may be as diffuse as maintaining a ~ r t a i n  
of corporate profitabilrty independent of cychc or economic fluctuations. T& 
requires the ability to perform "what if"' analyses and impact analysts. fbr 
selected strategy is then reflected in division plans and projects, thus dtuyla 
gating the previously consobdated information. All of this must be done ira, 
tively and consistently. 
The evaluation of alternate strategies requires considering the f o l l a  
factors: . - 
Munugenunr v i ~ . n r  und vufues:~ the predominant penp#tive and styk d rLr 
leaders of the company; the corporate culture; 
* 7Fu coqpany's strengrhs Md wcoknusa: what the company does krr, ri 
wbere i t  has the greatest problems; 
Business and industr). nten'a: tbose factors that dctcnnine s u m  in 8 
Iv business, as well as factors that are important due to industry rtnrcturc 
Competitive actions: tbc cotuses of action being followed by the fm's compd 
tors; and 
Environrnmrul mndiriom: the opportunities, risks. and pressures .ssodated wit i  
changes in the environment. 
Management's viewpoint may not be consistent or bomogmeous, but k b 
the context in which key corporate decisions are made. Objective recognitia, d 
a company's strengths is necessary to prevent tstablishing unattainable & 
Competitors' actions are tracked in order to recognize their probabk strrtegia 
facilitating the design of counter-strategies., Awareness of changes in envim- 
menial factors permits positioning the company to take advantage of thrc 
changes. 
Thc key problem at the corporate level is not one of obtaining d 
information: It is  distinguishing reIevanr information from the overwheImirO 
amount of data available. Top management cannot afford to wait unt'il * 
vant information is known; it frequently must act on partial information .ad 
analysis. 
- 
Use of FonnaJ Systems. One popular image h& the chfef executive off- 
(CEO) operating his or her own terminal and making key corporate decisim 
based on the programs he or she mns. This notion has several flaws: 
- 
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Most imponant decisions require analysis of dau from many different, incorn- 
patible sources. I I  requires wmiderable skill to mn the analyses md to interpret 
their results. It is not just the running of r program that is involved. There is m. 
analytic process that takes many yuvs to master. Most toplevel executives have 
acither tbe patience nor skill for this type of work. 
Descriptions of Lbe work that executives do indicates that it b fr.gmm14 by 
interruptions md paced b> external events rather than being tbouphtfully ma- 
lytic. Thus. the d e  in whch executives function and tbe mode ncsessuy to be 
good malyst u e  incompatible. 
Exacutive decision making iovolves negotiating and bargaining with other 
power centers within the company. r process requiring face-to-face rnamgs 
and two-way communication. Evaluation of campeting strategies is more tbe 
mui t  of the interaction of key players thrn it b the reasoned weighing of d tm-  
natives; *us, i t  is not amenable to being made wmpletel~ by computer process- 
ing. Tbc decision outcome is influenced by the decision-making process. 
The arguments above do not mean that systems with good display features 
cannot be used topresent information. In many cases, backup data or operating 
data can be presented much more conveniently by a computer system than by 
stacks of printed data. However, there will stiU be a staff performing the d y -  
ms and packaging the material for prcrcatation. 
Decision-Mlrlilng System. 'Ibe issue of decision-making vasur decision- 
aiding systems frequently comes up in discussions with top executives. Since 
most decisions at top management kvels are nonrq~titive (i.e., the decisions 
tend to be unique), where the factors involved in the decision and their relative 
importance change from decision to decision, they do not lend themselves to 
programming. In order to do so would require tbe system to have general 
kaowlcdge about tbe decision. h u s e  it is difficult to ensure that the system 
contains rll of the nectssary know1edge for the decision (the system cannot 
know what it does not know), general decision-making systems, for business, 
ue a long way in the future. 
Tbere are also pofitical reasons for not relying on decision-making sys- 
tems. If a decision is made by a system, tbcn the outcome may be predicted by 
someone who has access to Be system. No topkvcl executive f d s  mmfortable 
with the notion that others may be able to predict his or her moves. 
As problems become more narrowly ddcfmcd and more routine, and are 
performed by morc people in tbe organization, it becomes worlhwhile to do the 
neccssar) analysis and to build the knowledge base needed to program the - 
decision. 
For tbe present, top management decision making wiJl rely on skiIled ma- - 
lysts supported by a variety of analytic tools and data, many of tbem based on 
computer programs. Thex clustcrs d data, analytic took, nnd prxdlures we 
frequentlj referred to as decision support systems, especially wbtn a subset of 
thex tools has been conf~gurcd to apply to a particular decision-making situa- 
tion. 
- 
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Benefits of Modeling. As mentioned above, the main benefit d 
modeling and simulation often is not the solution of a specific problem. 
rather, the insight gained from a more precise description of the decision--. 
ing situation and an identification of critical parameters. 
DETERMINING SIS REQUIRENENlS 
A number of experienoed executives have observed they seldom have the idi*. 
mation they need to manage their companies. As a rule, the higher a man-, 
in a company, the greater the flow of information with which he or & - 
contend and the less clear are his or ber real information n d s .  Variws 
niques for defining information needs are described later in this chapter. 
Three factors determine how a firm should go about determining 
strategic information system rquirements. First. the business that the fim a 
in and the structure of the industry imply cmain information categoria h l  
are critical to success. For example, companies in dynamic fields with hb 
quenr technological innovation need information about new t a c h n o l w  
developments and trends. For tbese firms, strategic information systems m 
limponant devices in tracking technology, in forecasting environment c h m e  
in moni~oring competitors* actions, and in coordinating the firm's ictivitia. 
SISs should reduce the time necessary to recognize a threat or opportunity 
and decrease the response time rquired to respond. While companies m 
more static industries may be less willing to invest in strategic inforrnatiar 
systems because they are not as vulnerable to environmental change, 
still must monitor competitive actions, introduce new products, m d  amvd 
tbe company's activities. 
Second, firms with little experience in developing information systam 
may bave difficulty in integrating internal strategic systems. Because d dr 
range of skills required to build SISs, a fm should be well advanced in apply- 
ing computer technology before developing strategic systems. It is g e n e r e  
accepted that f m  go through states of data processing growth.' Stage 1, initk 
ation, usually involves cost-reducing accounting and other operational a p p b  
tions, In this stage, a fm is coping with understanding the technology .dl 
gaining experience in bow lo apply it. 
In Stage 2, expansion, data processing seems to take off, with applica- 
often seeming to have been selected at random. Tbere is a steady 
expenditures for hardware, software, and personnel. This stage frequently ad, 
in crisis. when top management becomes aware of explosive data pr- 
growth without corresponding bottom-line benefits. 
In Stage 3, formalization, top management attempts to r a t i o n w  4 
coordinate the f i ' s  data processing activities. This stage is characterized b 
the withdrawal from innovative apphcations development, the initiation of fa- 
malited management reporting systems for computer operati,ons, and 
S e  Gibson md Nolm, "Managing tbe Four S q e s  of EDP Growh," Hanard 
Rotirr (Jan.-Fcb. 1974). . 
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cstahl~shment of elaborate qualitj control methods. Frequently. applications 
,,.lth real potential for increasing revenues and profits and for facilitating man- 
~ e m e n t  decision making have not been developed by this time. 
Stage 4, maturity, involves developing appbcations tbat toucb cfirectly on 
hlical business operations. The relationship between top management and the 
highest-level data processing officer is sound enough, at this stage, to permit 
or her to be acccpted as a member of the key decision-making group. It is 
81 this stage that strategic information systems most easily can be developed. 
~rtempting to build strategic systems before attaining mature data proccssing 
p w t h  ma) impose unnecessarq problems. 
The stage mcxiel of data processing growth is w f u l  for identrfying general 
problems and issues related to a fmn's experience with data processing. How- 
ever. it implies a stepby-step progression through stages. This need not be the 
case Firms can successfully bypass one or more stages of growth, or a small 
f~rm can develop a strategic information system, as long as the necessary pre- 
requisites are met and key issues are ruolved. 
Tbe third factor a rum should consider in selecting an information sys- 
tem requirements strategy is the condition of its operational system. If its 
operational systems are well-developed m d  high-performing, and if they 
cover the wre  technology (i.e., the key production technology) of the wm- 
pny,  then most of the requirements for r strategic information system will 
deal witb obtaining external data, integrating this with intcmal data sources, 
urd performing tbe necessary analytic procedures. However, if operational 
systems are underdeveloped, or if they do not provide the n#msary internal 
information for strategic planning, then these systems must be developad. 
One way to assess the status of internal systems is to perform r systems 
audit (discussed below). 
Management control systems require the establishment of staodards ageinst 
which various activities cran be measured. The question many executives face is 
dcciding at what level or value a standard sbould be set. Strategic information 
systems can be of assistance in establishing tbc;se pcrfoxmancc standards by 
showing the relation between desired ptrformancc and tbe standards for m a -  
urrement. For example, r CEO may dsire a asah level, d profitabJty from a 
dlvision However, profir figures may not be available on a division basis. ?be 
CEO may dccide, fherefore, to control tbe division on monthly sales and cost . 
data through the use of a model that d a t a  the division's salts and casts to 
estimated division profit. 
Afthough there are rnany metbods for determining system requirements, 
two-systems planning and success factors-represent examples of different 
approaches to requirements malysis that lend tbem~lvcs to strategic informa- 
tion systems pla~ning. 
- 
S) stems Planning 
Systems planning is a structured analysis approach to establishing an infoxma- 
tion systems plan in order to satisfy &on-tern and long-term information 
needs. 
- 
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Underlying this approach is the notion that an information system wm 
for a company should be integrated with its business plan. and that it s u  
be developed from the point of view of top management and with the wrr 
participation of top management. Syslems planning is composed 
phases: 
An identification phax attempts to understand tbc business. This inMva lb, 
tifying the infonnation systems that are needed to support tbe bruing 
grouping them into clusters of related systems This process pcmls 
men1 to set implementation priorities and become more aware of rrl- 
mnong syslerns. 
A definition phax validates infonnation gathered in the first phase and 
the systems that ore most needed (i.e., those wth the highest prionw) h, 
phase includes defining major actions, rrsourccs, and schedules ra(ut& 
build these systems. 
Frquently, gaps in operational-level systems develop because of r td d 
past user demand for mechanization in certain areas or because of an inrbrbt) 
to justify a particular activity based on its cost. Also, operational-level r y r w  
often have a scope that parallels organizational boundaries (bowever, w m p ~ .  
times even operational-level systems cross functional boundaries, such rs ia br 
case of inventory control). The vertical orientation of these systems may rest& 
data sharing, which is needed for strategic information systems. System pt, 
ning is a topdown analysis approach that starts with business objectives od 
problems, relates these to proc#xs and organization, and Ihm idmtir's Idr 
application systems, data files, and data classes needad to perform tbe butiwr 
pracesses. 
Systems planning usually invoives a group of executives from diffcre~ 
levels of tbe company, and from different functional areas, as well as st& atp- ' 
port from an outside ~omultant. A top executive sponsors the study, rrad 8 - - 
manager with a broad perspective who commands the respect of managm#u 
i s  appointed t a m  leader. The team then agrees on its objectives and * 
gathering data -This includes infonnation on (1) organization stmctur~. It) 
fmancial and product reviews, (3) market analysis, (4) current plans. (5) c k  
tonmental analysis, (6) profile of infonnation systems, and (7) results d prrvi. 
ous related studies. 
The major business processes (i.e., the essential decisions and d$b 
required to manage the resources and operations of the business) are idenrifd 
and represented in a table. The team then interviews key executives -- 
knowledge of management's views. values, priorities, and information ' 
The learn asks questions about (1) objectives and responsibilities, (2) ' . 
of measurement, (3) major problems, (4) satisfaction with current inJm- . 
and (5) information requirements. The team then reviews the current pb 
ctssing support, and it identifies gaps between the information systems wl 
currently in place and those that are needed. All of this material is ms~mbM 
tables and matrices, analyzed, and then presented to top management in * 
form of a recommended action plan, with backup material. An example oftk 
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mstems planning approach is Business Systems Planning (BSP) developed by & lBM Corporation.' 
I t  takes many months to perform a systems planning study bccausc of zhe 
wge amount of data that must be gathered and because of the melhods used to 
pvnt the data. Critics of this approach point wt that i t  is expensive and 
one-consuming. and that it deals primarily with current n d s  rather than with 
future needs. And. by trying to produce a complete systems plan, much more 
mfonnation is gathered than is really needed. Analjzing the data produced by 
&c study is somewhat of an a n  Funhermore, critics observe that the documcn- 
@tion p r o d u d  by a systems planning study is seldom read by toplevel man- 
rpement within the firm Wcaux they already know most of it), and that it 
&s not address the information needs of top management. 
On the other hand, supporters of systems planning repon that the p r e s s  
a corporate-wide information systems plan that permits identifying 
pps  in coverage and facilitates establishing dcvclopment priorities. 
Success Factors 
In contrast to systems planning, the success factor approach to determining 
mformation requirements focuses directly on the information a d s  of top 
nuragement. Short interviews are held with toplevel executives to identify 
rbcir goals and the success factors that underlie tbese goals. S u m s  factors are 
three to six key elements, related to both the industry and tbe job, that muss be 
bandied exceedingly well in order for a company to be successful. For example, 
the automobile industry, styling, an efficient dealer organization, and tight 
mtro l  of manufaauring costs are critical to profitability. Success factors arc 
thtn refined, and an initial cut at identifying measures is made. Knowfedge of 
tbex success factors, metbods of measuring them, and the systems that aced to - 
k present in order to deliver this information help to identify a firm's strategic 
information systems. 
Follow-up interviews are used to sharpen the factors and to defrne meas- 
ures and reports in depth.-There arc four sources of succtss factors: 
industry structure, which determines those pucicular factors ihat must be effec- 
tively dealt with if the firm is to k successful; 
Competitive strategy rad indusvy position, which identify &OK factors related 
to a W r  history and current strategy that u e  imponrot lor success (e.&. lo 
industry kada's approach to marfrcting products is a ruoccss factor to other 
fvms in the Ladustry); 
Eavironmend fwtors, such as the gross national product and inflation rate, - 
that influence the behavior of consumers in cmain indusuies; .ad  
Temporal factors, involving i n t d  organizational considerations, which m y  
influence the success of a company over a parucular penod of time. - 
For rdditiwd idomtion, uc mBusingu System W n g  Guibe;" IBM Carpontion. 
GIE2M)521-1 (Aug. 1975). 
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A number of benefits are attributed to this approach to infon-lioa 
rlc [ems planning. First. the process helps a manager dctemhe those fm 
which attention should focus. Then, identification of success f r t o n  ddw 
type and amount of information that must be gathered. limitin8 the 
of costly, umcocrsary information. Third, this approach mmcr an o r y n b  
away from the trap of building systems around data that is avdablc a pr). 
collect. Rather, it focuses on data that is needed, but that otherwise mr*l 
be collected. An example of the success factor approacb is critical s u m  k. 
tors developed by Rockart.' 
Critics of the sums-factor approach observe that much more 
information is nceded to design a firm's information systems than is g r u  
by a handful of intemews with top managers. Then, success faam m 
d~rected at the management control function rather than specifrcafly at the prp 
ccss of strategic planning. One also must wonder d a manager's renccriap 
about factors that arc critical for success are stable information needs or if tbc) 
are transient demands of the moment. . - 
STRATEGIES FOR BUlLDING lNFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Once a firm's strategic information systems have been identified and tb& 
requirements have been determined, the nsoutces necessary to build thac ryt 
urn have to be allocated. The approach selcctd for buildmg a pmkukt SIS 
requires an assessment of (1) the quality of the firm's existing informatim - 
urns, (2) the skifl level of the finn's information systems staff, and (3) tbe firm's 
capacity to commit to building additional systems. Information systam 
involve two very d~fferent activities: operating a computer facility and dcdap 
ing information systems. 
. , 
Information Systems Activities 
- Operations. Operating a wmputer facility involves ninning a computes 
system on a day-to-daj basis. It is similar to running a production Inc in tbrt 
the work is routine and the skill level required IS not particularly high uati) 8 
failure is encountered, &though a fair amount of u8ining is needed. 
Development. Developing information systems mnsists of perf- 
studies of system requirements, designing systems, programming and t a w  
them, providing operating procedures and user training. and0tbeo supp- 
them once the systems become operational (e.g., making changes to 
systems and ketp them current). The deveJopmen; staff is highly skilled, solar- 
what similar to research and development enginwrs. They frequenfly h* 
strong ties to their profession, and weaker ties to their company. &caux of 
'John F. R&m. "Chid Exsutivcs Define Tbeir Own Ihrr Nccds," H m w d  
R N I ~  (MOT -Apr., 1%9) 
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p a l  demand for people with knowledge about designing and building infor- 
-tion systems, there is a large amount of staff turnover. 
There are good reasons for making a dtstinction between operations m d  
k\clopmcnt. Firsl. the people that staff each function tend to have different 
slues and culture. Operations tends to have bluecollar workers, while devel- 
opment tends to have white-collar workers. Second, the two functions involve 
different management jobs. Managing operations is like running a production 
tP'ne or a power plant, where the product being produced is clearly defined and 
~rformancc standards exist. while managing development is morc akin to run- 
ning a group of professionals. The product is different in each situation, and 
performance standards are ver). nebulous. Tbcn, a firm may have a well-run 
operations unit and a relatively poor performance in systems development (or 
vice versa). ntis would affect a firm's strategy for developing SISs. 
Performance Measurement and Control . 
Unless top-level executives are able to control the quality of information sen- 
m provided in the firm, they are unlikely to take the risk of relying on thesc 
vrvices in making a major strategic thrust. Two factors-performance measures 
urd incentives-ue particularly critical to successful management of the fm's 
information systems activities." 
Performame M-. Operational performance measr~es usually 
include botb h e  percentage of availability of a computer f d t y  and the 
number of interruptions of a system over a time period. The measures 
used are far less important tban the facf that top management is sufficiently 
concerned about the performance of tbe computer facility to have measures 
nported on a regular basis. 
It is considerably more difficult to measure development performance 
&an it is to monitor a computer facility. Frequently, schedule and cost arc the 
only pecfomance measures used (i.e., bow close a job was to the original imple- 
mentation schedule and the ratio of actual to estimated development cost). 
While these are objective and tbey do represent important facton, it is not easy 
lo adjust for the difficulty of projects, and tbey read to obscure other issues. 
For example, an application system may be delivered on schedule and within 
cost, but users may not be satisfied with it and bey may wt use it. Sbould the 
system be considered 
Tbe following factors are suggested for monitoring dcvclopmcnt of infor- 
mation systems: 
Pnoenugt d mrul to budgeted cost of system bcvelopment; 
WA m e  -he divutsion 01 rbc'issua utd rcchniqua invohad in nunaging tbe &a 
prarrsing function is beyond rbr s a p  of this chapter. For ddiliorul infomatias rcc Luas md 
Tunur, "A Corporrte S u a w  for tbe Gmvd of Information R-" 23 Shxn M ~ g n n m r  
bier' 3 (Spnhg 1982). 
$1 For r deuilcd discusdm d tbe impkmenation of inforustion ryrtrmr, me Lucu, lrrypk- 
mrPtrm: 71u K?): lo Swrorfvl I~wmotron_Syrremt (N.Y.: Columbia Uniwzity m, 1981). 
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Percentage of actual to scheduled dcbveq. measured according to 
+ tern IS accepted by the uxr. 
Evaluatron of whether the antrcrpated bencflts of a system are whew (g, 
requires identifying the rationale for a system-usually found in Ik 
ments stud)-and seeing wbether it s actually met); 
Dererrmning whether 8 system is actually used; 
Measuring perceived user satisfaction with a system; and 
Detcnnirung the number of problems rcponed afier a system is delrved (~r 
users and the average time to repair tbex problem. 
incentives. The other important determinant of staff behavior is in#b 
tives. Discounting extrinsic rewards such as salary or job title, the rcr d 
simp]) including key members of the information systems staff in symWK 
activities. such as strategy sessions. can improve their performance. Q( 
course. consistently meeting perromance objectives. such as developing rye 
terns on schedule, within cost, and with anticipated bottom - 1' ine c a s e  
quences. should be rewarded by salary increases and promotion. What i, 
. important is that the measures and criteria applied and the incentives k 
coordinated and consistent. 
Strategies for Developing SISs 
There are two broad strategies for developing strategic information systant 
The first is to develop a system internally. ?'his approach involves d e t e m  
the rquiremenrs for, designing. and programming various for#.asting 
econometric. and analytic systems n d e d  for planning and evaluation as well 
as for the consolidated internal information system. Considering the diversity 
of these systems and the multiple sources of data. this course should not k 
attempted unless the company has a proven track record in building systems as 
well as an experienced staff. 
The second approach is to buy (or k) packages and data banks ftom 
publishers. This course is followed by most companies. The challenge is then to 
integrate the packages so that data can be transferred between them and W 
reduce the amount of manual handling required to run tbe system. Ltasing hrs 
the advantage of permitting use of the systems and data without full commit- 
ment. Until cost factors become prohibitive, this course is attractive. 
The importance of an information systems plan is that it permits identifi- 
cation of gaps in internal systems and it heips cstabhsh a sequence for 
obtaining various packages and data banks on a priority basis. The pl* * 
can become the framework in which compatibility issues are resolved. 
- 
Issues 
Role of the information Systems D e p a m n t .  Frequently, internal infor- 
mation systems departments are nor familiar uith the tools or process of pollc? 
analysis. This area is a specialty, involving mnomics. management rcicnce. 
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.nd tnformation systems. A company beginning to do policy analysis may have 
,, bnng in help from the outside. which has the potential of creating a conflict 
,;th the information systems department. 
UnreaIistic Expectations. The assumption is frequentl? made that a heavy 
investment in strategk information systems will necessaril result in improved 
urategic decision making. Many factors orher than a SlS influence decision- 
quality, including the skill of the staff performing the analysis, the 
rape of the analysis as defined by executive management, the staffing process. 
pdgments about probable outcomes, and the role of politics. SISs may contrib- 
QIC to improved decision-making performance when they fill a clearly defined 
w d .  such as a panicular analytic procedure (e.g.. being able to answer what-if 
questlons or considerably improving the data upon which decisions are based). 
but they should not bc viewed as a cure-all for some other factors involved in 
strategic decision making. 
USING lNFORMATJON SYSTEMS TO IMPROVE CURRENT 
OPERATlONS 
Thus far, the focus of this chapter has been on using strategic information sys- 
tems to support strategic planning and decision making. This section considers 
the use of infonnation system applications to improve the competitiveness of 
products and services, which is the ultimate purpose of strategic planning. 
Information system can contribute to profitability by providing opportu- 
aities to improve operationd efficiencies. The ~ e e d  for systems of this type is 
wally perceived by an operational unit. b a d  on changes in procedure. for . 
ample ,  it may be obscnttd that capturing data about clients at only one point 
in the company will d # n w e  redundant manual mrd-ketping. The primary 
objective of such systems is to reduce cost, frequently by substituting machine 
procedures for human data processing. Since, in general, the cost of data pr* 
ccssing machines is decieasing. while the cost of labor is increasing, this substi- 
tution can result in a lower total cost. 
New systems, however, involve changes to peoples' jobs, changes to the 
structure of an organjution, and changes to the distribution of power within a 
rum. As such, tbey involve risk, l ad  they arc frequently resisted. If system 
implementations are to be suocessful, tbey require active executive panicipa- ' 
tion. careful preparation, l a d  strong ieadership. 
Another way that computer and ccmmunications technology can contrib- 
ute to current products is by extending or enhancing the features of a product - 
Co give it a competitive advantage. For example, many of the wmputer-gcner- 
a t 4  displays and engine controls on recent automobiles (e.g., timing and mix- 
ture) fall into this category. 
Methods for identifying high pay off applications and tbe barriers to 
implementing systems are described in more detail below. 
1) 
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Routine AppIieations 
The first use of computers in business was for routine financial a p p b l i a q  
such as payroll and accounting The rationale for these applications w u  - 
reduction and variable (i.e., transaction-related) cost control. Workers pnl- 
ing routine clerical functions, such as posting debits and credits to r jm 
were replaced by a computer program that did tbe pasting. The n u m k  d 
errors introduced by the application program was far less then the n u m b  d 
mistakes made by humans. A secondary benefit of these applications w u  & 
they frequently either reduced per-unit processing costs or made them in- 
dent of transaction volume. 
Systems of this type, called transaction processing systems, have simih 
structures. ?bey acctpt a transaction (input), check it to be sure that the bu 
contains is valid (editing), post tbe transaction to a file of some son (file m& 
tenance), and produce reports from the file (repon writing). 
Business systems had to have two characteristics in order to be program- 
med: 
AN conditions that migbt k mowntaed in tbe system had to k know i 
advance; urd 
Rules for handiing each condition &I to k c o a p l d y  rpacifd 
If the appljcation was an accounting system, tben d transaction types hd to 
k defined in advance. Aad, tbe procedures for posting each type of uansach 
had to be completely defined. If an undefmcd transaction was encountered, ir 
would be treated as an enor. 
n e s e  characteristics arc typical of activities at the operational kvd d 
organizations Tbcx systems are termed "programmed" systems and t h y  rrr, 
for the most part, of a routine clerical nature. 
The motivations for building programmed m p u t a  application systar 
provides clues for potential opportunities. They are intended to: 
Reduce CITOB in data; 
Reduce carts of production and rmias; 
Pro& data within set scbcdulcs and witb aaxptablc dependability; 
CIsry out large calculations that would othcrwix not k possible, 
Provide comprtabilrty between different par& d a system; 
Fadute  planning and otdcrly growih; and 
. 
Respond to a mandate to w a computer. 
The last item requires some explanation. Sometimes, it is W 
report or record certain information, for example, when that information w 
be requested by the government. Under tbtse conditions, a computeritad V' 
tem may be directed, rather than cost-justified. For example, starting in * 
mddle 1970s. many firms installed computer-based personnel infonnatim V 
terns, so that they could meet dfinmative-action reporting requir-1s * 
govemment. 
- 
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More sptciftcally, direct benefits of programmed systems include: (1) 
duced inventory, (2) reduced back-office processing time, (3) better customer 
*rvice, (4) more efficient use of funds, (5) availability d new funds, (6) 
improved data accuracy and speed, and (7) improved access to files. Indirect 
mefits include: (I) improved company image, (2) better tracking of work pro- 
e s ,  (3) improved decision making, (4) bctter information flow in the finn, 
( 5 )  improvad planning, (6) increased organizational flexibility, and (7) organi- 
ultional icarning. 
The extent to which these advantages will be realized depends on many 
factors, including readiness by management and operational staff to consider 
MW ways of doing things, the presence of a trained and experienced staff, m d  
the availability of good data. 
Decision-Aiding System 
hother  tMK of system is the decision support system. TheK systems support 
semistructured and unstntctured decision making and problem solving by pro- 
viding access to data and modeling tools. Tbcy d s ~  may assist in svuctwing a 
problem solution and enhancing coordination among decision makers. Since 
lue of t h e  systems is presumed to be discretionary, the decision-making pro- 
a s s  and user-control aspects of decision support systcms tend to be cus tomkj  
for individual users in order to take into account a user's preferred style of 
interacting with a system. 
Decision support systems can improve current products and KNices by 
belping people perform tbcir jobs better. For cxample, r major oil company 
observed that one of their most imponrat decisions was bidding on kases. 
lhey applied statistical and game theory analysis techniques to lsstss the risk 
d lasing r bid. Tbe performance of bidders improved dramatidy wben tbey 
began to use the system LO belp them establish their bids. 
Etduating Alternate Implementation Rojerrtr 
A firm has only limited fesomcq both fraancial urd human. mere  are m y  
competing uses for thue rcxt~~ces. Consequently, a key management dedsion 
is how fe50ufces arc to k w e d  out lmong opportunities, fspecially new 
* 
computer applications. Thus, r top executive may be f a d  with the problem of . 
deciding which of a number of potential cost-reduction or XNice improvement 
tpponuni ties should be pursued. 
- Wbm evduating alternate opportunities, ant should: 
Identify rlf bcatfirs m d  impacts of a candidate projst; 
~ s ~ t ~ t b e ~ t u d e d t t . c h k a e 1 i t o r i m p w a r a s u k r h . t r l l a w ~ 0 b r a p . r -  
ison MOSS bcnefit/impact type; urd 
Compare tbe total package of blndirs offered .cross .Itanate projas ia order 
to find tbose projects that represent the best ure of the company's ~ T C C S .  
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Although thew steps are conceptudly simple, they are difficult to 
practice. For example, often, only a small number of benefits are identifid tar 
each project considered instead of the full range. Sometimes, no a l i ~ ~  
made of the magnitude of the benefit. usually because this is difficult q- 
tify. Comparisons across projects tend to be qualitative; when quatiulrvr' 
comparisons are made, they often neglect un~ertainty.'~ 
One method that is frquently used to compare project candidate t, 
weighting and scoring approach. The characteristics of projects are divided mu 
a number of major classes, or factors, such as operational wst savings, pew 
de\elopment wst, improved customer senice, probability of success, 
importance of the project to the company. A weight is then attached to a 
factor in relation to the relative importance of the factor. Each candidate pr4. 
t c t  is then scored according to the degree it possesses the desired c h a r m  
tics. The scaled weights and scores for each factor are then multiplied t e  
and summed to get the weighted sore  for the project. Projects are then r;mLed 
high to low on the basis of their weighted score; they are selected for implemca- 
tation in this order until the amount allocated to application system imp- 
tation is exceeded. 
This method has the advantage of being simple to apply. It enswa th! 
the candidates ate evaluated on the same factors, and it makes subjective Iw- 
tors identifiable. However, it also has a number of disadvanuges. First, Ihc 
evaluation technique assumes that the factors are independent and tbar udo 
offs can be made between them, For certain factors, this may not b true; kx 
others, such as cost of operation and cost of implementation, the u a d e d  mry . 
be more complex than portrayed by the weighting scheme. Second, it u 
.. 
extremely difficult to identify all of tbe factors needed for evaluation. Thitd b , 
is often difficult to place values on many system benefits, especially intanljbk 
ones. Finally. there is a tendency to focus on system features, just because rbr)- . 
are part of a system, even when these features m y  not be panicufarty udul 
for an application. .L ' 
A complementary approach is to calculate the return on investment (ROT) 
of the projects. using a discounted cash-now analysis. This pmnits identify* 
potentially high-return projects, but it tends to favor cost-saving prqjea 
because their benefits are easier to quantify. A strict ROI analysis may e b -  
nate a large class of innovative systems that may have a bigh-but a priai 
uncalculabk-benefit to the firm. 
One important pm of evaluation is to .rru thc risk associated with rub 
project. Pordble risks include the following: (I) prq- m y  fail to delivm art* 
pat& benefits; (2) the atst of i m p l m u t i o n  may a d  p l d  *nlr; (3) tk . 
time for implem~~tation may be much grcatcr than planned; and (4) the @0rm- 
ma of the system may be bdow estimate. Ihra factors contribute w risk: 
Prpicct size 7be luger tbe prqjst is, the mcm wmmunica tion is a& a 
project members and the more likely is r scrims misundcrswding. In g d  
the latgtr the project, the greater the risk. 
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Experience wifh the fcchnologv: Because of the likelihood of u n t x p r t d  techni- 
cal problems. project risk increases as the prcyect team's familiarity with the 
hardware and software decreases. 
Prqecr structure: As ptocedures, functions, md outputs become- kss welt- 
defined, project risk increases. 
h e  method of measuring risk in each of these categories is to use a question- 
naire, answered by the project manager and key users, several times over the 
life of the project. Top managers should ask themselves whe~her the benefits of 
8 project are great enough to offset the risks. 
Bamers to Implementation 
In addition to the resources needed to accompltsh a strategic information sys- 
tems project, there are often other factors that management should consider. 
Build~ng an information system usually involves changes to peoples' jobs. 
T h e  changes can involve the tasks performed, the p r d u r e s  followed. the 
inrerdcpendence among workers, and tbe clients served. Workers frequently are 
reluctant to change the way they do things. T h i s  reluctance stems from a fear of 
the unknown, habit, and an unwillingness, as pcople grow older, to learn new 
things. One way to copc witb this reluctance is to make workers aware of the 
shortcomings in the way things are done. l i s  "unfreezingu makes users more 
willing to change. After this, the changes involved in a new appbcation system 
can more easily be made. 
Often, new systems involve redistribution of power within an organization. 
lndrviduals (or groups) that lose power as a result of a system are likely to resist 
it, while those who gain in power are likely to promote the system. The unccr- 
tainty surrounding the implementation of a new system creates opponunities 
for political game-playing. 
Another barrier to building information rystgns is tsck of knowledge . 
about how to apply computer technology to business problems. Frequently, 
pcople with the necessary skills we not readily available. b d ,  building a sys- 
tem can be expensive (although the cost is decreasing), and man) managers are 
reluctant to spend this money for unccnain returns. Experience to date has 
been problematt"~, increasing tbe fears of management. 
ImplicPtioM d Inrating in M m  Systans. What tffects do infoma- 
lion systems haw on productivity, on the structure of organizations, and on the 
quality of working life of tbe people w i t h  them? At operational levels, the evi- 
dence is strong that computer-based application systems increase productivity. 
This is because the cost of cumputers has bem dropping. while the cost of labor 
has been rising. However, the high cost of capital partially offsets this. Packaged 
apphcation systems have reduced the cost of systems development,and there are 
nos a reasonable number of trained jmple to apply the technology. 
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Along with this productivity improverncnt, there seems to k r &lloe 
working lifc quality. espccidfy in routine clerical jobs where w w L m  hvr o 
choice but to use a system. The reason that job quality is poorer i s  
computers permit designing a mechanized job, where the system pica md 
trols a worker. Fraqucntly, decisions about job design are made on tbe & 
this model rather than on one that takes advantage of a new job to give w- 
more control over their work tasks. Mechanical jobs come about b e c l u ~  
tern designers are not experienced in job design and because management i~ pol 
particularly interested in using tshnology to improve the qwlity of w* 
He. " 
There is no evidence of a consistent structural change in org,an&b 
related to using computer systems. Tbe current low cost of quipmeat cactul.. 
ages decmvaliLation of equipment, data, and staff using private or public oa. 
works. Computer-based mail and other message systems provide new tsb 
niques for communication and coordination. It is generally acccpttd that Ih: 
internal structure of an information services function should match tbe s u u -  
ture of the larger organization. That is, the system should be dcccnulkwl jf 
the organization is deccntralittd, and it should be crmualizad if Lbt orgllru, 
tion is cmtralited. 
BUILDING NEW SERVICES AND PRODUCI'S FROM 
INFORMAT'JON SYSTEMS 
A number of wmpanits have extended tbcir product line offerings or modifid 
tbeir products based on expertise in information systems that was dmlqKd 
internally to serve planning and decision-making needs. One exciting strategic 
opportunity is to use computer and wmunications technology to create m 
products and semi=. Tbis is where tbe most freedom of action lies, wbae th: + 
most creativity is naedcd, and where the greatest returns exist. 
Then: is an advantage in bdng fmt to market a new product or mvioc; I 
a demand has been identified and the product bas been well-executed, tbcn 8 
huge success may nsult. Otha firms attempting to imitate this success m y  
fmd legal barrieis, stan-up costs, m d  lead times so great that by the time iby 
get their product to the marlet, it is already committed to the original product 
However, there is also a risk in being first. The techpology may have pmblam 
that delay product introduction or reduce product capability over that planasd 
Then, the market may not exist. Judgment on timing is critical to sucass. 
Computer and communications tachnology expands the range of s t r a w  
alternatives available to a firm. In this sense, it is a subcategory of all rochDd- 
ogy that can be transformed into new products or tcrvices. At this k~L- tbe  
dominant relationship is between technology aad strategy rather than bet- 
"See Turner, "Computm uuf Ckrid Jobs: Ibt Missed Opponunity lor Work Rnhga' 
prrsented at the ACM SlGCPR Codama. Gcorgetorvn Univcmty, Wrrhuyion. D.C (w 
1981). available rr Resurch Repon 24, Ondure  Scbool of Buzineu Adminiswathi. Nm Y d  
Univmit), and B j m - & d m  and Hod- 'Doignhg Idormation Systems ia u, 
cionrl Pmpective," T I M S  Srudtcs %the Management Scrncrs (3977). 
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lnfonnation systems and planning, as was the cax with the direct contribution 
of strategic informatton systems lo strategic planning Technology forecasting 
rhos becomes a central part of corporate planning. and the opportunities pre- 
sfit& b) computer and communications tachnology becomes advanced prod- 
uct planning. 
For example. a company remtly announced pians for rr chain of retail 
stores that contain no merchandise; they provide ody  mail order catalogues 
md a computerid index to the catalogues. Customers come to the store or 
ulephone it; the customer or a salesperson uses a terminal to search an index in 
\ order to locate the goods requested by the customer. A computer system then 
uds in generating merchandtse orders. The customer gets the advantage of one- 
stop shopping and the company obtains a discount for quantity orders and for 
provid~ng machine-readable order data. In this situation, computer and com- 
munications technologq permits treating merchandise from many different s u p  
pl~ers as if it came from one source, thereby creating a new service to market. 
These opponunities we no1 just limited to the service sector. A number of 
years ago, McDonald Aircraft Corporation invested heavily in wmputer equip 
ment and application systems to atpport the manufacturing of their line of 
miltlay aircraft (as did many of tbe other major defense contractors). M c h n -  
.Id Automation, the outgrowth of this effort, is now one of the oounuy's lugest 
suppliers of computing &cis (a ut Gmmman Data Smices and &King 
Data Services). Tbe banks and insurance companies have Ilx, rpun off data 
processing subsidiaries. 
Methods for recognizing opportunities to ma te  ncw'products or servicts 
that incorporate computer technology are described below. dong with tbe bar- 
riers to and implications of investing beavily in thew systems. 
While recognizing opportunities qu i r e s  both entrcpreaeurial skiU and knowl- 
edge of computer md communications wch~..ology, several pattuns have 
emerged that are useful. 
- 
Using Computer and Communkmtions Tedmbg~ to Diflerentiate Prod- 
#ts From nKKe of Cwrpetitm Home ovens have long used mechanical tim- 
ing devices to wntrol cooking t h e  kngth, to compute the relationship d the 
weight of tbe item being cooked with oven temperature and cooking time (this 
is a feature of deluxe models), to show the time, md to do axmtdown timing. * 
Thex units have an average failure period of about rhrct years. It would not be * 
difficult, from ather a design or manufacturing standpoint, to build a w5d- 
state microprocessor-baxd control unit that alYo wnvoUcd oven temperature. 4 
Such a unit would be easier to use, more reliable, and cbeaper to produce. Yet. 
no U.S. manufacturer har introduced an oven with l h ~ e  features, probably 
because of the industry's wmrniment to existing products, (which is b a d  on 
factors such as an established production line and a trained senice staff). Yet, 
t h i s  represents an opportunity to improve and differentiate a product. 
7 
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ln contrast. consider the electronic control features in microwave o v ~ ~ y  
Almost a11 manufacturers have products with m~croprocessor~ontrol1~ - 
time. timer, and delayed-cooking start/stop. This is probably because -' 
wabe ovens are relatively new (thus meeting less resistance to change) 
because the market is competitive. Electronic control features result in p r h  
differentiation. 
Using Computer Techdm to Create a Uniqw Rodurt. For many - 
games were static; that is, the human's interaction with the game was one +rv 
Chance, in the form of a drawn card or thrown die, provided the sy& 
response. Incorporating microprocessors into games permirled creating a w* 
new family of dynamic games that provide more competttlve and & 
responses. 
Cable television has become a major industry. Cable provides more & 
nels. programming that is not available on commercial television. and ciar 
reception. However, most of the cable networks do no1 permit the viewer lo 
send messages (except in several trial systems, and, even then. tbe message .rt 
extremely limited in content, a d  they can be sent only to the transmittq 
station). The exciting possibility of cable television is not in the expanrbd 
number of television channels, the programming, or tbe improved r c c c p k  
but in the potential changes in marketing snd financial institutions when aa- 
sumers are h k a d  togetbcr by local networks that pcnnit two-way, computer. 
based communication. 
F~rms that make a heavy commitment to information systems at tbe opa. 
ational. management wntrol, or strategic level have greater technological crps 
bility (through the skill of professionals and managers) to provide compute 
and communications technology-based products to new markets than tbou 
firms that have passing familiarity with the technology. A considerable invest- 
ment is rquircd before a fm becomes sufficiently cxpericnctd with a tshod- 
ogy (c.g.. with suppliers, applications, md implications) to base a nm prodm 
or service on it. 
Some Examples 
Examples of ways in which computer and communications tefhndogy br 
allowed firms 10 gain a strategic advantage are prtscnted below. The exampla 
are diverse. and they are dram from many different industries. Tbe comm0a 
thread running through these descriptions is that computer and wmmuaiu- 
tions technology was used lo create a new product or service. The organiratiw 
involved had enough confidence in their ability to apply and manage tbis to;b 
nofogy to rely upon it for major changes in company direction. 
Real Estate App?ia(oN. Some 250 of the more than 1.800 real& b d  
in the country have installed computers. It is estimated that there ate W R  
than 37.000 terminals linking real estate offices to regional systems. which Pro- 
vide brokers with services ranging from Listings of properties for bale 10 b a n -  
cia1 analysis. 
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Commercial firms have led the way in applications, but now the greatest 
is in analyzing customer finances in the residential market. ROI, amor- 
uzation schedules, and evaluation of alternative forms of financing are pro- . 
vlded as customer semces. Programs also help match customer needs with 
#vaiIable properties by enabling the realtor to find houses in a location that fit 
8 customer's budget. 
' Ubnq Innovations. Libraries are undergoing a dramatic change in their 
mode of operations. In the next decade, they are likely to be smaller. but they 
will be able to provide users with more sewices and access to more information. 
The Southeastern Library Network hnks 260 libraries from Virginia to 
Louisiana. Some 2,400 libraries across the country are tied into another net- 
work that provides auxss to a data bank in Ohio with 7 million titles. &I1 
Telephone Laboratories has 22 libraries hiked together in a private network 
sharing specialized research resources. 
Many people believe thew events are the first step in providing home serv- 
ice. In the.future, it may be kss expensive to have people access library data 
from home computer terminals than to provide services at the l i b r q  itself. 
A Hospita! System. Awrican Hospital Supply Corporation (AHS) is the 
number-one fum in the hospital supply business, with over $2 billion a year in 
sales. It is the only wmpany offering automated order entry and inventory 
control systems to bospitals. Approximately 40 perant of Ibe 7,000 hospitals in 
the country deal with AHS, using computer terminals for direct communica- 
tion. 
Inwming orders we forwarded over the network to tbe company's distri- 
bution center located nuvest to the hospital. The hospital immediately raxives 
rn order confirmation with prices and delivery dates. AHS claims that they 
have been able to wt the price of products by 20 percent through efficient 
handling and reductd shipping costs. Hospitals can reduce inventory because 
AHS can ship 95 percent of the orders on the day they ue received. 
The fm believes that the system is responsible for increasing profitability. 
The average hospital orders 5.8 items per order from AHS, compared with an 
industry average of 1.7 items per order. 
Mnrhet R d  Information Resaurots, Inc. developed a unique h c e  
, 
to perform marketing studies. The firm invested $2 miIlion to buy pointsf-sale 
scanning equipment and provide it, free of charge, to markets in two selected 
towns, one in Indiana, the otber in Massachusetts. 
The firms enlisted &OW households in each town and provided them with 
identification cards that trigger the pointsf-sale terminal to send a record of 
the customer's purchases to the company's mmputer in Chicago. The system is 
used to measure consumer reaction to special coupons, free sampla, advertis- 
ing. various kmds of Qsplays, and pricing. 
An early experiment involved determining the effectiveness of free samples 
in place of or accompanying television cdmmercials. The household panelists 
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were divided into four groups of 1,000 each, and were given various comb&. 
tions of advertising and free samples. Sales doubled in all groups having fnx 
samples, but the group exposed to advertising in addition to samples proved 
be more loyal over time. 
This new marketing analysis technique, with its increased accuracy, ~m 
Information Resources an advantage over its competitors. 
Discussion. The firms described above all used computer and cornmu-. 
tions technology to embark on new products or services. In the real atate mu. 
ket, early adopters are able to offer better service, at reduced cost, than tbar 
competitors can offer. Libraries, through the opportunities provided by 
networking and computer technology. arc examining ways in which ibcy 
provide increased semce at lower cost, by distributing information to hdtv&- 
als at home or at their office instead of at a cmtral location. 
American Hospital Supply has been able to improve customer service ud 
lower product cost, thus tying customers more 'closely to them. lnfonmlioo 
Resources built a new market research business using this technology. 
These firms view computer and wmmunications technology as a meuu d 
creating new roles and new markets for themselves instead of just using i t  ro 
improve operational or internal performance. In this case, technology provida 
opportunities for new products and services. 
Forecasting Technologid Trends 
In order to integrate computer tcchnolbgy into strategic planning, it is acco- 
wry to forecast technology trends. Forecasting techniques can be grouped 
under three headings: (1) extrapolation of trends, (2) classification analysis, 
, 
and (3) intuitive projections. Trend extrapolation depends on finding some 
suitable quality-frequently, a mcasure of performance-that describes the tsb 
nology and projecting the value of this quality forward in time. The common 
experience is that th; shape of this curve rises steeply initially and tben levels 
off. A major improvement in the technology or a new device is then found that 
moves the performance up to a new curve. It is often possible to draw th: 
envelope of the family of performance curves that shows the progress, ovm 
time, of the technology as a wbole. Of course, it is not possible to prsbct 
whether a new device will be invented to extend the envtlopc. 
Classification utalysis involves studying a set of devices or p r o m  bv- . 
ing the same function. These iterns.are then grouped into classes according 10 
features they possess or parameters that can be identified. From this pu@& 
it is sometimes possible to rbcognizt a missing member of the group, Of, w' 
may be able to anticipate performance from a precursor event or device. 
Intuitive projections are derived by inviting expens or infonned persow 
speculate about technological possibilities, often by arranging some i n t e r ~ h  
among them. One might generate a list of potential or desirable technd* 
breakthroughs, and follow through to the consequences. Another appraacb 
to enact sccnanos where participants take on various roles and i m p r o e  
responses to situations. One approach that is quite popular is the Ddpht 
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method. where participants are given a list of events of high significance and 
,&ed to indtcate the date at which the events might happen. On a second itera- 
,ton, participants are given the average prediction date (compiled from 
ssponses to the previous round) along with the interquanile range (containing 
9 percent of the estimates). and they are asked if t h y  wish to revix their 
predictions. After a few iterations, a consensus is often reached on the pan of 
the participants about what is likely to happen. 
While all of thex techniques are useful for technological forecasting, dras- 
tic changes in the political, military, cultural, or economic environment may 
mvalrdate the underlying assumptions of an analysis, rendering it useless. 
Methods of Incorporating Techndogy Into Strategic Activities 
The executtve is faced with the question of how to go about incorporating com- 
puters in new products and services. It is first necessary to rcagnke likely 
trends in computer technology. Tben, two approaches can be used: technology 
push and needs pull. 
With technology push. the capabilities of the technology suggest new 
products and semces. For example, the existence of inexpensive microcom- 
puters in a significant number of bomes created a market for video games. 
Successful games are more lucrative to their distributors than movies, and they 
provide a much higher ROI. Tbe key to this approach is to k able to forecast 
technological trends (especially in the consumer marker) and to bc able to 
interpret the implication of thex trends. 
In n d s  pull, a senice or product need is identified that can be fdled 
using computer technology. For example, a West Coast entrepreneur decided 
there would be a market for a scrviu that scanned the newspaper for informa- 
tion on subjects seltcld by clients. He observed that latecvening air time 
wuld be purchased inexpensively. This time cwld be used to broadcast a read- 
ing of the newspaper, preceded by a coded header that contained information 
on the content of the article. He &en had a nricroprocessor device designed 
that accepted a list of subject ccdes as input-from the client. ' b e  device con- 
tains an FM radio pretuned to the station. The broadcast subject headers are 
licanned by the device to set whether the code matches one of the codes on the 
client's active hst. If so, the device turns on a recorder. In the morning, the 
client hears only articles of interest, read aloud over the recorder. 
Another approach is to analyze a firm's strategic objectives in order to 
identify opportunities for the use of computer and communications technology . 
md to plan for its use. While this generally results in recognition of gaps in - 
internal information systems and in identification of application systems for 
development, a by-product can be the recognition of a new service or marketa- - 
bfe product. A f m ' s  strategy set consists of tbe following: 
Cumpuny mission: what the company does, . ad  what it does nor do; 
@ Company objecrrves: descriptions of desired future company positions; 
Srrartgiccs: general directions in which the company expects to move in orda to 
achieve ~bjectives; and - 
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Organi~otronal ortritrurcs. organizational strengths or important frra, 
should be urken into considnat~on in using lnforrnalion rystrrms. 
The company's strategy set can now be transformed into an inforrn;rb 
systems strategy set, made up of the following: I 
Applicorion system objectives. the purpose of each project in opn~tiorul tann; 
Constraints internal and external considerations that must be followed, . ~ d  
Design pnnciplcs: operational gu ideha  for liystm design. 
An interest group structure made up of (1) customers. (2) mdrron, 13) 
employees. (4) management. (5) cred~tors. (6) stockholders, l a d  (7) the pubh 
all exert pressure on the companj. Each company mission can be rdentified 
with the principal interest group advockting the mission as well as with oba- 
tives an3 strategies associated with that mission. This process permits identr- 
fying the source of each component of the company's information system 
plan. and i t  hnks that plan to the company's mission. Computer and wmmw 
cations technology can also enhance tbe company's mission by proridmg a 
strategy for mission accomplishment. 
While many companies do not formally or systcmaticaUy attempt to rrc- 
ognizc opportunities for applying computer and communications tachadogy, 
analyzing a finds strategic gods does provide a practical metbod. 
Bamers to the Use of Computer and Communications Techndogy 
One of the major bamers to using computer and communications technology 
in new products and services is that these new activities often compete witb 
existing power centers for limited resources. For example, a major metropoliua 
police department installed a computer-based command and control system to 
dispatch patrol units to reported incidents. A new unit, the cornrnunicatioru 
division, was created to develop and staff the new system. After tbe ryrtma 
-me operational, the department became concerned that precinct corn 
manders were not using the system to manage their patrols. It turned out that 
the commanders felt that the new division was now responsible for the patrols, 
since they had taken over the assignment function, even though the deparvnent 
management had not relieved them of their rcsponsibihty. Tby felt the com- 
munications division had encroached on tbeir turf, and they responded b~ 
relinquishing the responsibility for their pattols. 
Another banier to the use of new technologies is a lack of familiarity 
the pan of lop management with technology and the opportunities it pratau. 
Experience with information systems at all levels of the company CUJ be 
develop a cadre of experienced specialists and managers. - 
Finally. some companies are unwilling to accept the risk involved with 8 
new and rapidly changing technology. Decisions that are perfectly reasonable 
!kc King. "Strr~cgic Planning lor MrnagrnKDt infomution Sys~mrs." 2 M~1)g-t 
lnfomrron Sj.sremt Qwnerb 1 (March 1978). 
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tcd3\ may be undercut by tcchnological change. The only defense against this 
p~s~jhilit> is to allocate resources to technolog> forecasting. 
Rish. With any new technology. there are a number of uncertainties. m e  
,s that the technology will not be available when promised. Another risk is that 
the technology wit1 not meet its performance or cost objectives. Technological 
change tends lo move unevenly; there is always a chance that once one is com- 
rntrted to a path, new developments will occur that caux the existing rtchnol- 
'a? to become outmoded. For example, third-party wmputcr leasing firms that 
committed heavily to the IBM 370 line found the value of this equipment 
greatly reduced after the announcement of the firm's 4300 line of computers 
that afforded enhanced price performance. 
Appljing Tee-. It is often difficult to obtain the skilled staff needed 
to apply a new technology properly. Workers who are knowledgeable about a 
ntw l~hnotogy  tend to be in high demand and few in number. Therefore, it is 
important to acquire the nbctssary human resources before embarking on a 
whnologj-dependent strategy. 
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